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NEVA R8 Avant

MultiFloat Frame

Frame with multiple movements

Dynamic Lightening
Dynamic lightening of the working cutter bar

DustDeflector Wings

NEVA F8 Avant

Deflectors to protect the cooling grids
of the tractor engine against dust

Set-up

The machine can be stabilized during work
directly from the driver’s seat of the tractor

New front Mower conditioners
NEVA (New Evolution HArvester) is the acronym with which BCS identifies
the new range of disc mowers and mower conditioners designed for professional
haymaking. Intended for the market of large surface areas and intensive agriculture,
their strong points are their reliability and performance.
The mower conditioners NEVA R8 Avant with chevrons roller conditioners and the
mower conditioners NEVA F8 Avant with flail conditioners fit in this context, machines
with a brand new concept, unique characteristics and plenty of resources to spend.
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MultiFloat Frame
The MultiFloat Frame is a frame with multiple movements
supported by a patented parallelogram kinematic
motion, with torsion bar to provide transversal balancing of
the cutter bar.
This frame guarantees the maximum adaptability of the NEVA
machines to any type of terrain, keeping the weight of the
cutter bar on the ground unaltered by means of stabilizing
springs.

Focus
Fo
During work, when the cutter bar of a front disc mower encounters obstacles
(Fig. 1), to clear it in the best possible way, it should simultaneously perform the
following 3 movements: (Fig.2)

1. Move backward
2. Lift itself
3. Rotate

Thanks to the MultiFloat Frame the length of the cardan
shaft, connecting the equipment to the tractor, remains
constant at all times, no matter what movement the cutter
bar has to support.
This optimizes the movement of the cutter bar during work,
especially during its backward move and the simultaneous rotation
in case of a collision or of mowings on slopes. The rear upsetting
angle of the bar is +10°, while the plunging one is -10°.
Moreover, the MultiFloat Frame optimizes the ground
clearence: during field manoeuvers, the bar can be lifted up
to 360 mm.

(Fig. 1)

(Fig. 2)

All 3 are important, but the backward move is especially important, because it
reduces the force of impact to a minimum. At this point, the other two movements
intervene, allowing the machine to clear the hurdles.
The cutter bars of the front disc mowers available today on the
market cannot move backward while working because this movement
is prevented by the telescopic cardan shaft which connects them to the power
take-off of the tractor.
The NEVA of BCS, instead, thanks to their MultiFloat Frame, let the cardan shaft
loose from the cutter bar, leaving it free to move backward compared to the
tractor, in addition to performing the various movements around the axles that
are forced upon it by the characteristics of the terrains where it is used.
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An excessively heavy mower would risk causing damage to the terrain
on which it is working, as well as require greater power from the tractor that
is towing it. An excessively light machine, instead, would not follow the
surface with precision, with a tendency to “rear up” at the top of a hillock or when
rising up from a subsidence. This behavior, known as “inertial hysteresis”, leaves
un-mowed tracts of grass in clear view on the field.
The greater part of the machines adjusts the pressure (approx. 300 kg) of the bar
on the ground with a system of springs. In addition to these, the NEVA are also
equipped with Dynamic Lightening, a system which, by using the friction that
develops when the machines are working, transforms it into lightening forces,
optimizing the weight to the ground, even when working at high speed.

Dynamic Lightening

Set-up

The dynamic lightening system patented by BCS allows
the operator to optimize the weight on ground of the
machines during work on any terrain and at any speed.
This reduces the power needed by the tractor to tow the
machine, because it proves lighter.

The Set-up to adjust the stability of the NEVA in order to prepare it for work
once it is applied to the tractor, is directly performed from the driver’s seat in a
simple, quick, and intuitive manner.

1. REDUCES
fuel consumption
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2. INCREASES

tractor maneuverability

3. MAINTAINS

the cutter bar clean at
all times to great advantage
of the cutting quality

All the NEVA, in fact, have chromatic stability indicators that allow the operator
to keep the position on ground of the machine under control at all times, giving
him the possibility to adjust it according to the actual needs.
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DustDeflector Wings
The DustDeflector Wings is a system patented by BCS which consists
in an upper deflector screen, positioned as part of the bodywork
above the frame of the machine, and two lateral deflector screens
placed on its sides. These deflectors act as a barrier against dust and
debris that rise into the air when mowing the forage and which would

Focus
Fo
clog the cooling equipment of the tractor, causing continuous stops to
clean the grids and even leading to irreparable damage to the engine.
The effectiveness of the DustDeflector Wings system is the fruit of an
accurate stylistic study which makes the clogging substances flow
down the side of the machine.

If the forage is mowed with front mowers, the tractor is vented by the continuous
flow of air containing grass dust particles. This dust is sucked up by the grids of
the hood, forming an impenetrable layer of substances on them which obstruct
air passage, and compromising the engine cooling.
To remove these dangerous substances and to avoid overheating the engine,

the driver of the tractor is forced to continuous and bothersome pit-stops, which
entail considerable waste of time.
To solve this nuisance, the NEVA are equipped with a system comprising three
deflector screens that convoy the flow of air filled with grass dust to the side of
the machine, so that the particles do not reach the grids of the engine hood and
the dashboard of the cabin, keeping them clean.
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Cutting equipment

	CUTTER BAR

8 discs and 16 knives

	CYLINDRICAL GEARS

straight “low-noise” teeth in oil bath

WORKING WIDTH
DISC ROTATION SPEED
PERIPHERAL CUTTING SPEED
MINIMUM CUTTING HEIGHT

3250 mm
3000 cycles/min
78.5 meters/second
30 mm

The cones

All the cutter bars adopt a standard sealing system with toroidal gaskets and a shock absorbent
safety system supported by disc-holding flanges with torque limiting device. This device ensures
maximum protection to the cutter bar against accidental collisions that often occur during work
on unimproved terrains, with serious damage to the inner parts.

To make the swath of the cut forage easier, steel conveyor cones are mounted as a standard
feature on the first and last disc: these cones, in addition to making discharge of the mowed
product easier, allow the machine to gather it toward the center of the bar, thus contributing, in
sync with the swath boards, to limit treading of the tractor wheels on the mowed forage.

The efficient safety system allows the operator to drastically reduce
maintenance costs and downtimes, because in the event of breakdowns,
machine functionalities can be restored in the matter of a few minutes.

Special anti-wear slides in boron-manganese tempered steel
These high-resistance slides guarantee utmost protection to the gearbox. By projecting
frontward, in addition to preserving the lower part of the bar which slides on the ground, they
also safeguard the discs from possible collisions.

The discs
The discs are manufactured with a special
profile, studied to prevent ventilation
whirlwinds, which guarantees great
cutting quality with all types of forage.
They come with a practical and safe,
quick release and replacement system of
the knives as a standard feature.
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Baffles in knife overlap zone
They protect the bar in the event that one
of the knives folds because of a collision.

The swath boards
Adjustable, they reduce the forage swath
from 1350 to 1700 mm, preventing any
possible treading of the tractor wheels on
the grass that has already been mowed.

The cutter bars
On a whole, the cutter bars of the NEVA
present themselves with a contained yet
highly resistant profile.
This optimizes penetration in forages, even
if thick and bedded, ensuring their regular
discharge even when working at high
speed, without the danger of clogging.
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Flail conditioner

Conditioning equipment

With V-shaped tips in flexible polyamide resin (nylon), it is suitable for the treatment of oat
grass, and acts by fragmenting and then lacerating the wax lining that envelops the stem of the
forage. It is 2560 mm wide and has two rotation speeds: 630 and 970 r.p.m.
The conditioning intensity can be adjusted by means of a movable guard that serves as a
contrast to knife rotation. To provide protection against collisions, to which the flail conditioners
are often prone, a standard feature of the NEVA is its special “elastic shock absorber” which
guarantees maximum safety to the system.

Two types of conditioners are available on
the NEVA: with chevrons rollers and with
plastic flails.
These special conditioning systems allow the
operator to reduce the drying time of the forage by
up to 50%. The appreciable saving on time and the
lesser danger of exposing the product to weather
changes work to the advantage of the quality of the
forage, which preserves its nutrient characteristics
unaltered.

Transmissions
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Conditioners with rubber spline rollers

The control supports of the NEVA

With chevron ribs, it is especially suitable for the treatment of
legumes and acts by crushing the forage. It is 2560 mm wide
and the rollers rotate at a speed of 970 r.p.m. The conditioning
pressure from 0 to 500 kg is adjustable by means of a lever.

These are manufactured with conical “low-noise” gears in oil bath. The high quality of the
materials and the sized structure ensure outstanding performance and endurance, even if used
for long time under stress.
All the machines are equipped with transmission running at 1000 cycles/min, in counterclockwise rotation. For their application on tractors with a clockwise power take-off, just turn
the transmission by 180°. The freewheel device is a standard feature and allows the
operator to use cardan shafts without a free wheel. The transmission of the NEVA does not
make use of belts but only gears.
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NEVA: a line of machines studied, designed, and manufactured with hi-tech methodologies,
in which quality, reliability, and performance are elements that are heavily tested in all the
preliminary phases that are at the basis of the research and development process that BCS
imposes on its machines.
The materials are selected and chosen for their top level of quality. The mechanical processes,
the thermal treatments, the varnishing, and the assembly are all carried out in the systems of
the manufacturing plant of Abbiategrasso, all certified with ISO 9001.

By following these procedures, before a NEVA is sold onto the market, it
undergoes strict control cycles, so that it is absolutely certain that the Quality
standard of a BCS product actually reaches the end customer.
The customers can be 100% sure of having invested in a product
that they will be able to use for a long time, with the added value
stemming from low management costs, affordable spare parts
and, above all, the assistance that only the widespread BCS sales
network can offer them.

The NEVA are designed and manufactured in full compliance with the safety
norms in force. All the machines are marked CE in accordance with the EC Machines Directive.
All people, including the user, and all objects that station in the working range of the machines
are guaranteed sheer total protection. Technicians at BCS have studied the engineering of
these products to the most minute detail precisely for this purpose.

Technical specifications _

NEVA r8 and f8

The size, weight, and power absorption of the NEVA have been
maintained within a certain limit, so that they may also be
used successfully on tractors with low power, and even more
importantly, on all types of terrain. The theoretical power absorbed
is reduced to 60 kw, a value that is indicative of the efficiency of
the product. The working width of the machine is 4120 mm, size
which is reduced to 3250 mm, equal to the width of the cutter
bar, to make it simple to transport on road, thanks to the two
protective, lateral, reclining walls.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

NEVA R8 AVANT

NEVA F8 AVANT

MultiFloat Frame with new patented parallelogram linkage

3
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Protection system for the tractor cooling system DustDeflector Wings

3
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No. discs

8

8

Cutting width (mm)

3250

3250

Max. width in working condition (mm)

4120

4120

Max. width in transport condition (mm)

3250

3250

Cast iron control support

3

3

Transmission with conical, low-noise gears in oil bath, large size

3

3

Anti-wear steel slides

3

3

Baffles in knifes overlap zone

3

3

Lubrication in oil bath

3

3

Shock absorbent safety device for the cutter bar discs by means
of disc holding flanges with torque limit control

3

3

Cardan shaft

3

3

Chevron roller conditioner, 2560 mm wide, rotation speed 970 r.p.m. guards and conditioning pressure
adjustment from 0 to 500 kg.

3

–

Flail conditioner, with flexible polyamide (nylon) resin V-shaped tips, 2560 mm wide, adjustable rotation speed
at 630 or 970 rotations/min, movable guards for the conditioning pressure adjustment

–

3

270/300

270/300

1350/1700

1350/1700

3

3

Weight Kg.

1240

1120

PTO requested power at 1000 r.p.m. (kw/hp)

60/82

60/82

Weight of the cutter bar on the ground by means of stabilising springs Kg.
Swath width mm
Hydraulic lift of the cutter bar
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